As a part of the EXPOLIS study, a stochastic exposure-modeling framework was developed. The framework is useful to compare exposure distributions of different (sub-) populations or different scenarios, and to gain insight into population exposure distributions and exposure determinants. It was implemented in an MS-Excel workbook using @Risk add-on software. Basic concept of the framework is that time-weighted average exposure is a sum of partial exposures in the visited microenvironments. Partial exposure is determined by the concentration and the time spent in the microenvironment. In the absence of data, indoor concentrations are derived as a function of ambient concentrations, effective penetration rates and contribution of indoor sources. Framework input parameters are described by probability distributions. A lognormal distribution is assumed for the microenvironment concentrations and for the contribution of indoor sources, and a beta distribution for the time spent in a microenvironment and for the penetration factor. Mean and standard deviation values parameterize the distributions. In this paper, Latin Hypercube sampling is used for the input distributions. The outcome of the framework is an estimate of the population exposure distribution for the selected air pollutant. The framework is best suited for averaging times from 24 h upwards. Sensitivity analyses can be performed to determine the most influential factors of exposure. The application of the framework is illustrated in two examples. The EXPOLIS PM 2.5 example uses microenvironment measurement and time-activity data from the EXPOLIS study to model PM 2.5 population exposure distributions in four European cities. The results are compared to the observed personal exposure distributions from the same study. The Dutch PM 10 example uses input data from several (Dutch) databases and from literature, and shows a more complex application of the framework for comparison of scenarios and subpopulations.
Introduction
Epidemiological research of the past 20 years has revealed significant mortality and morbidity effects in association to present European and North American levels of urban air pollution, especially fine particulate matter (PM). These studies are based on air pollution levels that have been measured at centrally located ambient air monitoring stations (Vedal, 1997; Spix et al., 1998; Dab et al., 2001; Pope et al., 2002) . Health effects of air pollutants, however, are caused by the exposures people experience during their daily activities. People in Europe and North America spend most of their time indoors (Szalai, 1972; Schwab et al., 1990; Klepeis et al., 2001) where, in addition to pollution from outdoor sources, also indoor sources of air pollutants are present (Lioy, 1990) . Indoor and personal pollution levels often correlate poorly with outdoor air levels (Dockery and Spengler, 1981; Letz et al., 1984; Sexton et al., 1984; Ott, 1985; Spengler et al., 1985; Ryan et al., 1986; Lioy, 1990 Lioy, , 1995 Law et al., 1997; Pellizzari et al., 1999; Kousa et al., 2002) . Better understanding of the relationships between the personal exposures to various air pollutants and ambient air levels, and their relationships to other significant exposure determinants (such as indoor sources, sinks, and personal activities) are therefore needed before the epidemiological findings can be interpreted into efficient risk reduction policies (Ott, 1984; NRC, 1998) .
Exposure can be defined as the contact of a target and a chemical, physical, or biological agent in an environmental carrier medium (Duan, 1982; Ott, 1985; Zartarian et al., 1997) . It can be measured or modeled (Ryan, 1991) , either directly (personal measurements) or indirectly (microenvironment approach) (Duan, 1982 (Duan, , 1991 Ott, 1984 Ott, , 1985 Ott et al., 1988; Lioy, 1990; Ryan, 1991; Duan and Mage, 1997) . Personal exposure measurements are expensive (Ott, 1984; Ryan, 1991) , labor intensive and invasive (Letz et al., 1984; Sexton et al., 1984) . Modeling requires a validated model, and sufficient, representative, good-quality input data. Once these requirements are met, a model can be repeated for a large number of individuals or populations. Models can be used to assess past exposures, exposures of not sampled or undersampled groups in the population or to compare alternative future exposure scenarios (Letz et al., 1984; Lioy, 1990 Lioy, , 1995 Ryan, 1991) . Only little demands have to be made on the study population in comparison with personal measurements (for which the study population, e.g., has to carry sampling equipment). These are all significant benefits when compared to measurements (Letz et al., 1984; Ryan et al., 1986) . Ryan (1991) describes three classes of human exposure models for air pollutants: statistical, physical, and physicalstochastic models. Statistical models can be used for descriptive analyses and testing of hypotheses on collected data. In the physical approach, the model is based on physical (and sometimes chemical) laws. The a priori defined physical model is transformed into a mathematical model (Ryan, 1991) . An example of this deterministic type of models is the National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) Exposure Model (NEM) (Johnson, 1995; McCurdy, 1995) . Physical-stochastic type of models are based on physical equations like the pure physical models, but instead of relying on deterministic input data to fully describe the variability F or ignoring the variability F in input parameters, physical-stochastic models apply probabilistic techniques to propagate the variability through the model. These models describe parameters with frequency or probability distributions instead of single values (Ryan, 1991) . Examples of this type of models are the Simulation of Human Air Pollution Exposures model (SHAPE) (Ott, 1984; Ott et al., 1988; Duan, 1991; Ryan, 1991) , pNEM, the probabilistic version of the NEM model (McCurdy, 1995; Law et al., 1997) , and the Air Pollution Exposure model (AirPEX) (Freijer et al., 1998) . These models can be used to predict population exposures for both existing and past or scenario situations, and for subpopulations for whom no measurement data are available (Ryan, 1991) , by simulating from the distributions of input parameters.
Full description of personal exposure to an air pollutant requires knowledge of the magnitude of pollutant concentration in the exposure environment, duration of exposure, and the time pattern of the exposure (Ryan, 1991) . The microenvironment approach has been commonly used to model exposures (Fugas, 1975; Dockery and Spengler, 1981; Ott, 1984; Letz et al., 1984; Ryan et al., 1986; Freijer et al., 1998) . In the microenvironment approach the exposure E is calculated as the sum of the partial exposures across the visited microenvironments Eq. (1) (e.g., Duan, 1982; Ryan et al., 1986 ):
where C i is the concentration in microenvironment i, f i the fractional time spent in microenvironment i, and N the number of microenvironments. In literature, the exposure E is often defined as ''total exposure '', (e.g., Ryan, 1991) . However, we prefer to use the term ''time-weighted average exposure'', because in our opinion it better expresses the fact that the exposure is the sum of weighted concentrations to which people are exposed in the microenvironments they visit. This equation can be used for any averaging time and any number of microenvironments, for any air pollutant. In case no measured data are available for indoor environments, the concentration can be derived as a function of outdoor concentration, the effective penetration factor, and the contribution of indoor sources (e.g., Dockery and Spengler, 1981; Ryan et al., 1986) : (Eq (2))
where C a is the ambient concentration, p i the effective penetration factor of the air pollutant in microenvironment i, and S i the contribution of indoor sources in microenvironment i.
The effective penetration factor includes both first-order infiltration and first-order loss mechanisms (sinks) (Ryan et al., 1986) . According to Ryan et al. (1986) , p i and S i are dependent on many parameters, such as ventilation rates and family activity patterns. In Figure 1 , this nested model is outlined for two types of outdoor environments (in this example, the urban and rural environment), with different indoor microenvironments nested within them.
As a part of the EXPOLIS study, a European multicenter study for measurement of air pollution exposures and microenvironment concentrations of working age urban populations (Jantunen et al., 1998 (Jantunen et al., , 1999 , a population exposure simulation framework was developed to assess and predict exposure distributions of air pollutants of European urban populations. This simulation framework should be applicable in scenario studies, to assess the public health gain of environmental policy options in terms of population exposure. Another condition was that the framework should fit on information resulting from the EXPOLIS study. Furthermore, it had to be developed in such a way that all participating centers of the EXPOLIS study could use it without extensive developer's support. Also, the framework should be applicable to perform calculations for various (sub-) populations and air pollutants, and should produce population exposure distributions (Jantunen et al., 1998) . Based on these conditions, the Dutch National Institute of Public Health and the Environment (RIVM) developed the modeling framework in collaboration with KTL (Finnish National Public Health Institute).
This paper describes the development and structure of the framework. Two examples demonstrate the application of the framework to simulate population exposure to particulate matter. The first one, the EXPOLIS PM 2.5 example, applies the framework to four EXPOLIS cities to model the adult urban 48-h population exposure distributions to fine particulate matter (PM 2.5 ). The results are compared to the observed 48-h personal exposure distributions from the same study. The second one, the Dutch PM 10 example, shows a more complex application, using the framework to model 24-h respirable particulate matter (PM 10 ) exposures of the whole Dutch population. In this example, the target population is divided into eight subpopulations based on age, work status and living in either a rural or an urban area. In the Dutch example, the results are calculated separately for the current scenario, including exposures to Environmental Tobacco Smoke (ETS), and for a hypothetical non-ETS scenario.
Methods

General Features of the Framework
The developed framework is based on Eqs. (1) and (2). It was implemented as a Microsoft Excel workbook. An Excel add-on software package @Risk (version 3.5, Palisade Corporation, 1994 ) is needed to supply the probabilistic functions for the stochastic functionality. The spreadsheetbased approach allows easy use of the framework by researchers who are not modelers or programmers by training. @Risk offers the user possibilities to choose their own simulation features, for example, selecting either sampling by the Latin Hypercube method or the Monte Carlo method. When Latin Hypercube sampling is used to create random realizations from the input distributions, the input probability distribution is stratified into equal intervals. Samples are taken randomly from each interval of the input distribution. Therefore, compared to the regular Monte Carlo sampling, fewer samples are needed to create the whole distribution. Owing to this way of sampling, also situations occurring with a lower probability are represented in the simulation output, for example, high concentrations sampled from the tail of a microenvironmental concentration distribution. Moreover, @Risk allows correlation among input variables, according to the researcher's specification. @Risk offers several options to present or analyze model outputs.
Required Input Data
Equations (1) and (2) show that three types of input data are required. First of all, relevant microenvironments need to be defined. The specification of microenvironments depends on the goal for which the framework is applied, data availability, and correlation between the microenvironments. The pollutant being studied is important for the selection of microenvironments, because the microenvironments, in which the source of the pollutant is present, vary between pollutants (Ott, 1985) . Furthermore, a more detailed distinction with more microenvironments can produce a more accurate estimate, but it also requires more input data.
Secondly, concentration distributions need to be described for each microenvironment. In literature, concentration distributions and other distributions, which have a minimum Figure 1 . Outline of the nested structure of a microenvironmental exposure model. Concentration distributions for microenvironments 1 and 2 and for the microenvironment 3 are known. Concentrations for microenvironments 4-6 are modeled using penetrations and local sources.
level of zero and no upper limit, are often approached as a lognormal distribution (Ryan et al., 1986) . Therefore, we assume all concentration distributions to be lognormal. For the microenvironments for which input data are available, Eq. (1) is used. In case the concentration distribution for an indoor microenvironment is not available, it is derived from the ambient concentrations, the effective penetration factors, and the contributions of indoor sources (Eq. (2)). For the distribution of the effective penetration factor, a beta distribution is assumed, limited between zero and one. This type of distribution allows many different shapes (Ryan et al., 1986) . For the contribution of indoor sources a lognormal distribution is assumed. Furthermore, the percentage of indoor microenvironments with specified sources needs to be given. Finally, data on time-activity patterns are needed, specified as the fraction of time spent in each microenvironment. People spend their time differently, depending on employment status, age (Letz et al., 1984) , season, and day of week (Johnson, 1995) , among other factors (Chapin, 1974) . Therefore, it is important to define groups of people with similar time-activity patterns. For such subpopulations exposure distributions need to be simulated separately, and eventually merged together to get an exposure distribution for the whole population. We describe time fractions with a beta distribution, limited between zero and one, for the same reason as mentioned for the penetration factor. The simulation framework samples the time fractions from independent beta distributions. To scale the total fraction of time for each simulated individual to unity, each time fraction is divided by the sum of the fractions before calculating the partial exposures in microenvironments.
All distributions are entered as mean and standard deviation (SD) into the worksheet of the framework. The @Risk lognormal function is described by its mean and SD (note: not geometric mean and GSD) values. For the @Risk beta function, the mean and SD are transformed with Excel formulas to the needed function called parameters a1 and a2.
Since input variables might be correlated (for example, a person spending much time indoors will spend less time outdoors), a correlation matrix was implemented, in which the user can enter rank correlation coefficients. After having sampled from all relevant distributions using the Latin Hypercube sampling technique, the sampled values are combined, resulting in a partial exposure in one microenvironment for one individual. Summing all partial exposures and repeating this procedure according to the selected number of iterations generates the distribution of timeweighted average exposure levels for the target (sub-) population. From this population exposure distribution several exposure measures can be derived, such as the average exposure level, or exposure levels at different percentiles of the population exposure distribution. Also, sensitivity analyses can be performed to give an overview of the relative influence of the input parameters on the simulated population exposure distribution.
The following examples demonstrate the application of the framework.
The EXPOLIS PM 2.5 Example
The EXPOLIS PM 2.5 example demonstrates the use of the simulation framework in its simplest form. No subpopulations are defined, and no correlation structures between the model parameters are taken into account. ETS or any other indoor sources are not modeled separately, but are included in the observed total indoor microenvironment concentrations. One simulation was run for each city to estimate adult (age 25-55 years) urban population exposure distributions in Athens, Basel, Helsinki, and Prague. The modeled and measured 48-h population exposure distributions were compared to give a general impression of the validity of the framework. Table 1 summarizes the input data, which were extracted from the EXPOLIS database Ha¨nninen (et al., 2002) . Three microenvironments were defined: ''Home indoors'', ''Work indoors'', and ''Other places'' (an aggregate microenvironment covering all other places visited). In the EXPOLIS study, data were collected from the fall of 1996 to the winter of 1997-1998. Measurements were carried out during two consecutive weekdays. Concentration distributions for PM 2.5 were available for the ''Home indoors'' (measurement period was 2 Â 16 ¼ 32 h) and ''Work indoors'' microenvironments (measurement period was 2 Â 8 ¼ 16 h). The measured indoor concentrations include both ambient PM 2.5 particles penetrated indoors, as well as particles from any indoor source. In Helsinki, 1-hour ambient concentrations measured at a traffic-oriented fixed monitoring station were randomly sampled for the ''Other places'' microenvironment, because the visits to the ''Other places'' microenvironments are typically short, and often occur in traffic. In Athens, Basel, and Prague, the approximately 32-h average concentrations measured outdoors at home were used, because no hourly fixed site PM 2.5 data were available for these cities. This treatment is likely to narrow the distribution of concentrations experienced in the ''Other places'' from their real, but unknown, values. No correction was applied to the standard deviations in spite of the different averaging times. Data on the fractions of time spent in the defined microenvironments were also available from the EXPOLIS database. The participants kept a 15 min resolution time-microenvironment-activity diary for 48 consecutive hours. Time-activity data were collected during weekdays, but not in weekends or holidays. Time spent in the microenvironment ''Other places'' was calculated by subtracting the time spent in the other microenvironments ''Home indoors'' and ''Work indoors'' from total time that the diary was kept. In all, 2000 iterations and a random number seed were selected for each of the four simulation runs.
The Dutch PM 10 Example
We present the second example to show the use of the EXPOLIS framework for purposes other than the EXPOLIS study itself, in a larger and more complex set up, for comparisons of subpopulations and scenarios based on different policy options. This example is derived from work performed for the Dutch Health Inspectorate, in which rough estimates were made for the exposure of the Dutch population to fine particles. We estimated the population exposure distribution on the basis of directly available information from existing (Dutch) databases and from literature, gathered within a short time period. In this example, ''fine particles'' were defined to be PM 10 , because Dutch air-quality guidelines are defined at PM 10 . Consequently, more Dutch data were available for PM 10 compared to PM 2.5 , at least for the outdoor microenvironment. The input data are summarized in Tables 2-5 . The subpopulations were formed on the basis of expected general similarity of time-activity patterns within groups and data availability. This resulted in the following subpopulations: children (0-12 years), the working/studying population (13-64 years), the nonworking and nonstudying population (13-64 years), and the elderly (Z65 years). In the following, we will refer to these groups as ''Children'', ''Adults W'', ''Adults N'', and ''Elderly''. The subpopulations, with their percentages of occurrence in the general Dutch population, are shown in Table 2 . Two scenarios were simulated: the current Dutch situation including the presence of ETS in indoor environments (current scenario), in which we tried to give a rough estimate of the current exposure of the Dutch population to PM 10 , and the hypothetical situation with no indoor smoking (non-ETS scenario). For the definition of microenvironments, we selected those for which we expected Dutch input data to be available, and for which the distinction would be meaningful in relation to PM. This resulted in four microenvironments ''Outdoors'', ''Home indoors'', ''Other indoors'', and ''In transport''. Since measurements from fixed monitoring stations indicated that the ambient PM 10 concentrations were higher in urban areas compared to rural areas (mean 39.7 mg/m 3 , SD 17.4 mg/m 3 and mean 35.1 mg/m 3 , SD 18.3 mg/m 3 respectively), we made a distinction between the urban and the rural part of the Netherlands (Kruize et al., 2000) . Ambient concentrations were available from the National Air Quality Monitoring Network of the RIVM (Elzakker and Buijsman, 1999) . We considered data on indoor PM 10 Janssen, 1998; Fischer et al., 2000) , not to be representative for Dutch homes in general, because measurements were performed in a limited number of Dutch homes, at a limited number of locations in The Netherlands. Therefore, the indoor concentration distribution for PM 10 was derived from ambient concentrations using a penetration factor (Eq. (2)).
In the absence of Dutch data on penetration factors, parameters of the probability distribution for the penetration factor were derived from calculations using a mass balance model, in which the input consisted of ambient concentrations, a fixed ventilation rate (0.64 h À1 ), and the half-life for PM 10 (1.41 h) . The resulting distribution for the effective penetration rate was parameterized with a mean of 0.6 and an SD of 0.04. These values are comparable with values presented in literature (Colome et al., 1992; Li, 1994) . Owing to a lack of specific data for different types of indoor microenvironments, the distribution parameters of the microenvironment ''Home indoors'' were also used for the microenvironments ''Other indoors'' and ''In transport''. The additional indoor concentrations caused by ETS were simulated in a separate simplified stochastical model. In this model (a modified version of the one described in Kruize et al., 2000) , data on the additional indoor concentration of fine particles from one cigarette, the number of smoked cigarettes per person, and the number of smokers in a household, were combined to derive the input parameters of the lognormal distribution for the contribution of ETS. The additional indoor concentration per cigarette (2.2 mg/m 3 ) was derived from the average emission per cigarette (12 mg; Koutrakis et al., 1992) , the average volume of a Dutch house (assumed to be 250 m 3 ), a deposition rate of 12 per day, and a ventilation rate of 15.3 per day . The number of smoked cigarettes per person was derived from a Dutch survey on smoking (Stivoro, 1999) . For the adult and elderly subpopulations it was assumed that smoking would be present only in the ''Home indoors'' and ''Other indoors'' microenvironments. For the ''Other indoors'' microenvironment the same input parameters for the contribution of ETS were applied as used for the ''Home indoors'' microenvironment, because no representative specific data could be found for different types of indoor microenvironments. For children, it was assumed that ETS exposure would only occur in ''Home indoors'', because we assumed no smokers to be present with children in ''Other indoors'' (for example, Dutch day nurseries) and ''In transport'' (Kruize et al., 2000) . The number of indoors or household and the percentages of households with smoking were derived from a time-activity survey performed by the Dutch research institute ''Intomart'' in a sample of the Dutch population (n ¼ 5056) (Freijer et al., 1998) . The input data used to simulate the contribution of ETS in indoor microenvironments are summarized in Table 3 .
The earlier mentioned Dutch time-activity survey performed by Intomart aimed at gathering data of different subpopulations in The Netherlands in such a way that they could be used to estimate exposures to air pollutants for these subpopulations. Therefore, we could use these data for the Dutch PM 10 example. Data were collected for both week and weekend days, during three time periods: the summer period (July-September 1994), the winter period (November 1994 -February 1995 , and in episodes with predicted maximum temperatures above 251C (July and September 1994). Intomart weighed time-activity data for age and gender in order to get representative time-activity data for The Netherlands. During 24 h people selected every 15 min, the location they visited at that moment, the activity they performed at that moment, and how strenuous the activity was, from a preformatted list. From these data statistics were calculated for the selected subpopulations and microenvironments as presented in this example. The time-activity input parameters are summarized in Table 4 . Spearman rank correlation between distributions of time spent in the different microenvironments was calculated using data from the Dutch time-activity survey (Table 5) .
For each scenario, separate simulations were performed for urban and rural inhabitants, and for the mentioned subpopulations. A weighted number of iterations were selected according to the occurrence of each subpopulation in the Dutch population, as derived from Dutch Census data (Table 2) . For each subpopulation, we selected at least 2000 iterations, and we used a random seed. In total, 40,000 iterations were used for each scenario. Sensitivity analyses were performed using regression analyses, in order to determine the influence of the input parameters on the outcome (Kruize et al., 2000) .
Results
The EXPOLIS PM 2.5 Example
The cumulative simulated 48 h-average population exposure distributions for the EXPOLIS PM 2.5 example are presented in Figure 2 . Statistics of the simulated and the corresponding observed exposure distributions are summarized in Table 6 .
The observed mean exposure levels were highest in Athens, followed by Prague, Basel, and Helsinki (37, 35, 31, and 16 mg/m 3 , respectively). The corresponding simulated values rank to the same order, indicating that the relative exposure levels between cities can be estimated using these kind of models. The highest observed mean exposure level (Athens) was 2.3 times higher than the lowest one (Helsinki, 37/16). The corresponding ratio for simulated values is 3.3, clearly higher (43/13). Comparing the extreme cities the simulation models seem to exaggerate the difference.
In Basel and Helsinki, the simulation models underestimate the mean exposure levels, while in Athens and Prague the simulated levels are higher than the observed ones. Differences between the observed and the simulated means range from +2 mg/m 3 in Prague to 76 mg/m 3 in Athens and Basel. Relatively speaking, these maximum differences are +16 and À19%, respectively.
The simulated standard deviations do not rank to the same order as the corresponding observed values. Especially in Helsinki, the simulated standard deviation is too high and in Basel too low (+58 and À54%, respectively). Basel is the only city for which the standard deviation was underestimated.
The simulated main percentiles shown in Table 6 compare to the observed values similarly to the mean values in most cases. If the mean was underestimated, most of the percentiles are underestimated too; in fact, for Basel and Helsinki none of the percentiles was overestimated. For Athens and Prague most of the percentiles (except the 90th and 95th, respectively) were overestimated.
The Dutch PM 10 Example Figure 3 shows the cumulative simulated population exposure distributions for PM 10 in the Dutch population for both the current scenario and the non-ETS scenario. Summary statistics of the distributions are presented in Table 7 , for the whole population and for the subpopulations.
The average exposure level of the whole population appeared to be almost halved in the hypothetical case where people would not smoke in the indoor environments, indicating that roughly half of the present population exposures to PM 10 are caused by passive exposure to tobacco smoke in indoor environments. Differences between urban and rural environments were analyzed, but appeared to be small (approximately 3 mg/m 3 ). Since all other input values were the same, this difference in modeled exposure levels is caused solely by the differences in ambient concentrations.
In the current scenario, the differences between the subpopulations (Table 7) were mainly because of the differences in ETS exposure, but were also caused by differences in time-activity patterns. Elderly people clearly appeared to experience the lowest exposure levels, with a largest difference in means compared to the adult population (36 mg/m 3 versus 49 and 50 mg/m 3 , respectively). The sensitivity analyses confirmed that the contribution of ETS and time spent indoors were the most influential factors in this scenario.
In spite of the differences in time-activity patterns, variations in the exposure distributions of the subpopulations were very small (maximum difference of 1 mg/m 3 ) in the non-ETS scenario. From the sensitivity analyses, the ambient concentrations appeared to have the largest influence on the population exposure distribution.
In this example, largest differences were found between the two presented scenarios, again emphasizing the influence of ETS on population exposure to PM. Compared to these differences, the differences between urban and rural dwellers, and between the subpopulations were small.
Discussion
In this paper, the EXPOLIS simulation framework is presented as a tool to provide insight into population exposure to air pollutants, without costly and invasive personal measurements. The examples presented in this paper illustrate the framework structure and usability. PM exposures are modeled in both examples, but the framework can be applied for other air pollutants as well. The EXPOLIS PM 2.5 example demonstrated the use of the simulation framework in its simplest form, and the Dutch PM 10 example showed that, although the EXPOLIS framework was developed as a part of the EXPOLIS study, it can be used for purposes beyond this project as well, in a larger and more complex set up, as long as input parameters can be derived from literature or existing databases. The presented results of the Dutch PM 10 example should be interpreted carefully. For the work ordered by the Dutch Health Inspectorate, input data were gathered within a short time period, and should therefore preferably be directly available Dutch data. Since not all the required input data were directly available, several assumptions were made, and proxy's were used. Also, not all directly available data appeared to be representative for the general situation in The Netherlands. For example, the time-activity data used in the Dutch example were not gathered during the whole year, and might therefore not give a representative idea of yearly average time-activity patterns. Consequently, the simulation results of the current scenario only give a rough estimation of the PM 10 population exposure in The Netherlands, and the effect of a virtual ''no indoor smoking'' policy. Once more, we would like to emphasize that this example presented mainly to show the usability of the EXPOLIS framework for comparisons of subpopulations and scenarios, more than showing the most accurate results.
Usability of the Framework
The presented examples show that the framework can be used well for comparison between several existing or nonexisting situations or populations. First, we presented a comparison of population exposures to PM 2.5 in four European cities (Athens, Basel, Helsinki, and Prague), included in the EXPOLIS study, which demonstrates how models can be built to estimate population exposures in different cities. From the study of Rotko et al. (2000b) it appears that response rates were below US standards. However, because both the input for the simulations and the personal measurement data were derived from the same EXPOLIS database, and the low response rates do not stand in the way the comparison between simulation and measured data as presented here. Furthermore, the fact that the nonresponse was high, emphasizes the need of modeling next to measuring. The simulated means compared rather well to observed ones; absolute maximum differences were +6 mg/ m 3 in Athens and À6 mg/m 3 in Basel, and both of these values are within 720% of the observed levels. The main reason for these differences is that the ETS exposures are not fully captured by the microenvironment measurements used as inputs for the EXPOLIS framework, as some ETS exposure occurs also in other places (and rooms) than where the microenvironmental measurements were taken. Furthermore, the simulated variances of three out of four cities were overestimated probably because of the fact that the lognormal concentration distributions used in this work were not truncated. One or two extreme concentration values generated by the Latin Hypercube sampling increase the simulated standard deviation significantly. In the case of Helsinki, the simulated maximum exposure was higher (1128 mg/m 3 ) than in any of the other cities and more than an order of magnitude higher than any of the hundreds of measured concentrations, even though all microenvironment concentration means were the lowest in Helsinki. This artefact caused by the sampling technique does not affect any of the percentiles below 99th and, owing to the large number of samples, affects the mean only slightly. The artefact, however, does affect the standard deviation, and thus the truncation of lognormal distributions should be considered, as suggested by Ha¨nninen et al. (2003) and Ha¨nninen and Jantunen, 2003) , when the standard deviations (or other measures of variance) are reported.
Secondly, we performed a scenario analysis for The Netherlands, considering the current population exposure to PM 10 (including ETS) with a non-ETS scenario, serving as an example of determining the effect of a potential policy option, in this case a ''no indoor smoking'' policy. The average exposure level of the whole population appeared to be almost halved in case people would not smoke in the indoor environments. Also, the sensitivity analyses showed ETS to be an important determinant of exposure, together with time spent indoors (where ETS exposure took place). Other exposure studies also indicate that tobacco smoking is the most or one of the most important contributors of personal exposure to PM (Dockery and Spengler, 1981; Letz et al., 1984; Sexton et al., 1984; Spengler et al., 1985; Koutrakis et al., 1992; Rotko et al., 2000a; Koistinen et al., 2001) . It is important to keep in mind that both the measured and modeled exposures in relation to tobacco smoke, both for smokers and nonsmokers, only include the impact of passive smoking and inhalation of environmental tobacco smoke (ETS). We realize that the exposure of a smoker from active smoking is much greater, but it was not assessed in this study.
The same ETS occurrences and concentration parameters modeled for a standard Dutch home as explained in the methods were used for the ''Home indoors'' and ''Other example can be considered to be the best possible estimate, using directly available data. A third comparison made in this paper was on subpopulations of the Dutch population. Elderly people appeared to experience lower exposures compared to the other subpopulations according to the current scenario. In the presented example, these differences between the subpopulations are caused for a greater part by the differences in the estimated exposures to ETS; a small fraction of the differences between the subpopulations is attributable to the differences in the ratio of times spent indoors and outdoors. In general, this type of comparison between subpopulations can be used to determine, for example, what part of the population is at risk, or to model exposure for specific sensitive groups, such as the elderly or children.
Another subdivision presented in the Dutch example was based on a (spatial) distinction between urban and rural dwellers. The differences in exposures between the Dutch urban and rural dwellers in the example are caused solely by the difference in ambient levels, being approximately 0.6 Â (40-35) mg m 3 ¼ 3 mg/m 3 , because all other input parameters were assumed to be equal between these two subpopulations.
With the simulated population exposure it is possible to estimate the health effects of the exposure as well, if reliable and comparable exposure-response relationships are available for PM from different sources and in different microenvironments. The elemental composition of indoor and outdoor PM can be rather different (Letz et al., 1984; Spengler et al., 1985; Koutrakis et al., 1992) , and data are only emerging on the differences in the risk levels of PM from different sources (Laden et al., 2000; Pope et al., 2002) . The only indoor source, for which broad-based risk assessments are available, is ETS (Hackshaw et al., 1997; Law et al., 1997) , which is also the most important indoor source for PM. In order to be able to calculate the risks from multiple indoor and outdoor sources, the outcome measure of the modeling result should be the same as the exposure measure used in the exposure-response relationship.
The outcomes of the EXPOLIS framework can be tested against air-quality standards considering both indoor and outdoor environments. Again, for the PM-oriented examples presented in this paper it was not possible, because the standard for PM is based on only ambient concentrations.
Another aspect on the usability of the EXPOLIS framework concerns the averaging time for which the model can be used. As the time-activity is modeled as fractions of time, the framework can be applied to calculation of exposures with wide range of averaging times, but is best suitable for averaging times from 24 h upwards.
A last remark should be made on the way total fraction of time is calculated in the presented version of the model. Since fractions of time spent in the defined microenvironments are sampled from independent distributions for each defined microenvironment, the total sampled time might end up below or above one. In the presented version of the EXPOLIS framework, total time spent in the visited microenvironments is scaled to unity, by dividing each time fraction by the sum of all of the fractions of time of the visited microenvironments, before calculating the partial exposures in microenvironments, as applied in the Dutch PM 10 example. In the EXPOLIS PM 2.5 example scaling was not necessary, because time spent in the microenvironment ''Other places'' was calculated by subtracting the time spent in the other microenvironments ''Home indoors'' and ''Work indoors'' from total time that the diary was kept a day, automatically resulting in a total sampled time of one, being another possibility to deal with this problem. We are aware that there are probably more (accurate) solutions (e.g., binary trees of probability distributions for occurrence of time fractions). Further research is needed to find out what is the effect of the way this problem is treated, and what solution would be best.
Data Availability
Users of the EXPOLIS framework have many opportunities to adapt the framework to their own needs within the limitations of data availability. These limitations of data availability became also apparent in the examples presented in this paper.
For example, in both examples presented in this paper, some data referred to only a short period of time for each study participant. In the EXPOLIS study, the participants kept a diary during two weekdays. The Dutch participants filled out the diary during only one day. This short period that the diary was kept does not necessarily represent the normal (average) time-activity pattern of a person. Therefore, the presented population exposure distributions do not allow analyses on an individual level (Klepeis, 1999) . However, if time-activity data and concentration data would be available on a longer consecutive period of time, it would be possible to derive distributions of personal exposure levels of specific individuals.
Apart from this, data availability was not a big problem in the EXPOLIS PM 2.5 example, because the framework was built around the design of the EXPOLIS study. However, the Dutch PM 10 example illustrates that data availability may become a problem when using the framework for other purposes. Although the current EXPOLIS framework has simple input requirements, representative PM 10 concentration data for indoor environments and indoor sources (even on ETS) were not directly available for the Netherlands. Therefore, we had to decide whether to use available foreign data or Dutch data based on a limited number of measurement locations, assuming that these data are representative for the Netherlands, or to estimate input data making assumptions and using proxies. In this case, we chose the latter solution. For example, to be able to calculate the effect of passive smoking, we estimated the contribution of ETS to indoor concentrations with a separate stochastical model. It is well possible that another researcher would decide to use the available foreign or Dutch data of Janssen (1998) instead. This example makes it clear that the researcher's decision can influence the modeling results. In the absence of validation, however, it is questionable what solution would approach the real exposure situation most accurately.
As this problem must be recognizable for many researchers in the field of exposure modeling, it would be very helpful if more databases on (indoor) concentration data and exposure-relevant time-activity data were published and made available (Klepeis, 1999) . In the USA, several useful initiatives have been taken already so far (Sexton et al., 1994; Johnson, 1995) . For example, the CHAD is a large database in which several time-activity databases from the US and Canada are included, such as the NHAPS database (Klepeis, 1999; Klepeis et al., 2001; McCurdy et al., 2000) . However, it is questionable as to what extent data from these studies can be used for other (European) countries, because timeactivity patterns might be rather different in different countries, caused by the cultural differences in how people spend their time for example. Therefore, more large, international, multicenter exposure studies would offer a rich source of (comparable) data, often for more countries at the same time. The EXPOLIS study is an example of such a study, from which the database (including outdoor, indoor, and personal concentration data and time-activity data among others) will become accessible for the international research community. When more data on (indoor) concentrations of air pollutants, indoor sources, and time-activity patterns would become available in the future, one still needs to be careful in using them as input for the model, and one should evaluate the representativeness of the input data case by case.
Conclusions
The EXPOLIS simulation framework, described in this paper, is a helpful tool for researchers to support policy makers and policy evaluating processes by evaluating air pollution exposures in different scenarios, population groups, and locations. It is also useful for helping researchers to understand the factors affecting exposure levels.
The EXPOLIS example showed that the model predicted mean population exposure levels in four European cities with better than 20% accuracy. The presented version of the simulation framework, not applying truncation to lognormal concentration distributions, however, overestimated variances in three out of four cases.
The Dutch population PM 10 exposure example demonstrated the use of the framework in modeling exposure levels of a large complex population in alternative scenarios, for different subpopulations. The results support the findings from field surveys that exposure to tobacco smoke approximately doubles the population exposures to particulate matter. Limited data availability asked for creative ways to derive input parameters for the EXPOLIS framework, and emphasizes the need for general accessibility of databases on (indoor) concentration data and exposure-relevant timeactivity patterns to support researchers in the field of exposure modeling.
